Sugar
Ten-year-old Sugar lives on the River Road sugar plantation along the banks of the Mississippi.
Slavery is over, but laboring in the fields all day doesn’t make her feel very free. Thankfully,
Sugar has a knack for finding her own fun, especially when she joins forces with forbidden
friend Billy, the white plantation owner’s son.
Sugar has always yearned to learn more about the world, and she sees her chance when Chinese
workers are brought in to help harvest the cane. The older River Road folks feel threatened, but
Sugar is fascinated. As she befriends young Beau and elder Master Liu, they introduce her to the
traditions of their culture, and she, in turn, shares the ways of plantation life. Sugar soon realizes
that she must be the one to bridge the cultural gap and bring the community together. Here is a
story of unlikely friendships and how they can change our lives forever.
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Jewell Parker Rhodes. Little, Brown, $16.99 (288p) ISBN 978-0-316-04305-2
In 1870 Louisiana, five years after the Thirteenth Amendment outlawed slavery, Sugar is still
bound to the crop whose name she shares: “I’m ten now. I’m not a slave anymore. I’m free.
Except from sugar.” Sugar and her mother had been waiting for the return of her father, who was
sold shortly after Sugar was born; when Sugar’s mother died, her daughter was left with nowhere
to go. Sugar’s caring guardians and her occasional adventures in the woods are bright spots in
her life, but she feels left behind as friends head north. When “Chinamen” are hired to work on
the plantation, Sugar’s community feels threatened; however, Sugar’s intuition, curiosity, and
spirit move her to befriend the perceived enemy and bring everyone together. Rhodes (Ninth
Ward) paints a realistic portrait of the hard realities of Sugar’s life, while also incorporating
Br’er Rabbit stories and Chinese folktales. Sugar’s clipped narration is personable and engaging,
strongly evoking the novel’s historical setting and myriad racial tensions, making them
accessible and meaningful to beginning readers. Ages 8–12. Agent: Michael Bourret, Dystel &
Goderich Literary Management. (May)
http://www.publishersweekly.com/978-0-316-04305-2
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SUGAR
by Jewell Parker Rhodes
Age Range: 8 - 12
Rhodes’ book elegantly chronicles the hope of one 10-year-old girl seeking a bigger world in
post–Civil War America.
When Chinese laborers arrive, Sugar finally believes in a world beyond River Road Plantation.
In 1870, five years after the Emancipation Proclamation, many former slaves remain on their
plantations—only now working for a bleak slave wage. Sugar was born into slavery on a sugar
plantation and still lives there, feeling constricted and anything but free. To the complicated
relationship she enjoys with the plantation owner’s son, Billy, is added another, with newly
arrived “Chinamen” Bo/Beau and Master Liu. Most Americans are aware of the brutality of
slavery, but few stop to consider that the abolition of slavery created a new turmoil for former
slaves. How would they make a living? Rhodes exposes the reality of post–Civil War economics,
when freed slaves vacated plantations, leaving former slave masters with a need for labor. In
doing so, she illuminates a little-known aspect of the Reconstruction Era, when Chinese
immigrants were encouraged to come to America and work alongside ex-slaves. Her prose
shines, reading with a spare lyricism that flows naturally. All Sugar’s hurt, longing, pain and
triumph shine through.

A magical story of hope from Coretta Scott King Honor winner Rhodes. (Historical fiction. 812)
Rethinking Schools
Sugar
By Jewell Parker Rhodes
(Little Brown, 2013)
288 pp., $16.99
Growing up on a plantation during Reconstruction with her grandparents, 10-year-old Sugar is
inquisitive and adventurous. So when Chinese workers are brought in chains for the harvest,
Sugar is determined to figure out where they came from and to befriend them. She has to
overcome not only the barriers of language and culture, but also the concerns of the older
African Americans, who wonder if these new, younger workers threaten their meager yet vital
employment. This middle school chapter book offers a chance to learn an untold story of
Reconstruction that was a precursor to the Great Migration.
http://www.rethinkingschools.org/archive/27_04/27_04_resources.shtml#sugar
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